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The Southern Ocean is one of the more pristine areas in the world where the influence of the
human activities remains still minor. However in the last decade, organo-chlorine compounds such as
chlorinated hydrocarbons were detected in Antarctic atmosphere and hydrosphere [7]. The long-range
transport by wind and water was responsible for the presence of these pollutants and it is likely that
other anthropogenic compounds are being transported to the Antarctic Ocean. Several studies were
conduced in the Antarctic marine environments in order to determine the extent of the hydrocarbon
pollution. The sources of these compounds have been extensively reviewed by [2]. These authors
concluded that hydrocarbon pollution is limited to few sources (shipwrecks, coastal research stations
and shipping) and is very restricted in extent. The Antarctic marine environments contain
hydrocarbons at low concentrations and therefore analyses require sensitive methods.

To date the available data are limited to coastal areas and Sub-Antarctic Islands. We report
here the first results for hydrocarbon analyses of deep surface sediments collected in the Indian sector
of the Southern Ocean. The samples were taken along a north-south transect ranging from 43° S to
55° S in the southwestern Crozet Basin. In order to identify these compounds and elucidate their
origins, various techniques were used: gas chromatography and gas chromatography coupled with
mass spectrometry; Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (Tandetron: mass spectrometer coupled with a
Tandem accelerator allowing the measure of 14C/12C ratio).

Total hydrocarbon concentrations of uppermost sediments (0-1 cm) are in Table I.

TABLE I : HYDROCARBON COMPOSITION OF UPPERMOST SEDIMENTS (0-1 cm) COLLECTED IN
THE SOUTHWESTERN CROZET BASIN (INDIAN SECTOR OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN)

Cores

KTB05
KTB07
KTB13
KTB11
KTB16
KTB19
KTB21
KTB23
KTB26
KTB28

Latitude

55°02 S
51°58S
50°01S
49°00 S
48°00 S
47°00 S
45°58 S
45°00 S
43°58 S
43°00 S

Longitude

71°48E
61°08E
58°00 E
57°59 E
56°00 E
58°01E
55°59E
57°58 E
55°58E
58°00 E

Total
hydrocarbons (ug

g'1 d.w.)
33
41
102
162
104
3
3

70
2

161

UCM
(% of the total hydrocarbon

concentration)

76
86
95
92
92
72
69
97
56
98

636



The concentrations are higher than those previously recorded in Antarctic sediments [2] and
are for some samples typical of a petroleum input. Indeed organic-rich marine sediments may contain
up to 100 ug g"1 dry wt of total aliphatic hydrocarbons, but higher concentrations are usually due to
petroleum contamination [9]. Hydrocarbons are mainly composed of an unresolved complex mixture
(UCM) in gas chromatography which represents 56 to 98 % of the total hydrocarbon concentrations.
The UCM elutes in the range of n-Cn to n-C2i with a maximum in Ci8-Ci9.The presence of a UCM is
usually considered as one of the more convincing indicators of petroleum contamination in water or
sediment samples. However it has been also suggested that a UCM can result from recent bacterial
degradation of organic matter [8,3] and/or weathering of ancient rocks [1]. The presence of petroleum
biomarker hydrocarbons such as polycyclic compounds (hopanes, steranes, diasteranes, PAH) with a
UCM allows to confirm or not the petroleum input. Distributions of these hydrocarbons are readily
fingerprinted by the GC-MS technique even in small quantities. Few hopanes were detected in the
uppermost sediments. The hopane, 17cc(H), 21|3(H) C28H48, dominates the distribution of the
polycyclic hydrocarbons in all the samples. The a, (3 configuration of this compound suggests the
presence of geologically "old" organic matter in the uppermost sediments. In order to test the
hypothesis of a UCM associated with inputs of old organic matter in recent sediments, 14C
measurements of the hydrocarbon fraction were realised. Two samples were chosen for their higher
hydrocarbon concentrations at the North and at the South of the study area. The data were obtained
using a Tandetron. They confirm a fossil input into the hydrocarbon fraction and suggest a common
source for the UCM in the western Crozet Basin. These unresolved compounds may be transported
via the Antarctic Bottom Water which spreads from the South toward the North along the 56° E
meridian [6]. The Weddell Sea contributes to the densest waters found in the western Crozet Basin.
The Weddell Sea has been also defined as the most productive site of hydrocarbons in Antarctica [5]
even though the poor quality of reservoirs has conduced these authors to suspect oil seeps. We may
suppose that the Antarctic Bottom Water carries these compounds along to its path of spreading in
the southwestern Crozet Basin. This hypothesis has been supported by the hydrocarbon analysis of
samples collected in the Weddell Basin. The hydrocarbon composition presents characteristics
similar to our hydrocarbon fractions: a UCM which elutes in the range of n-Cn to n-C2i, and a, (3-
hopanes as minor components [4].
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